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Over time the complex system of quasi-military control of this country created by the
"state of war" has been utterly corrupted and has broken down; present day inheritors of
this system never knew the American Government as a complete, functioning reality,
and they were not taught anything about it in the British Territorial-sponsored Public
Schools.
The tradition of teaching both American History and United States History in tandem
quietly ceased in 1976, when then-President of the United States of America,
Incorporated, Jimmy Carter, sought to set aside our sovereign American Government by
donating our states and state offices to the United Nations. See the International
Organizations Immunity Act to see how Carter attempted to wash his hands of
responsibility for this, and at the same time, hold the United Nations harmless for
accepting his offer.
Jimmy Carter was our Employee; he had no authority to surrender our sovereignty "for"
us.
He sought to operate America as a permanent British Territory populated by the
U.S. Citizens -- all Subjects of the Queen and chattel properties used as collateral by the
United States of America, Incorporated. In pursuit of this, he sold all the Municipal
CITIZENS to the IMF, as additional collateral backing his plan.
While the quasi-military government "presumed" that anyone who wasn't in the military
was an Enemy Combatant, they arbitrarily conferred Municipal citizenship of the United
States on everyone else, without the victim's knowledge or consent. This is a
conundrum yet to be corrected, as millions of American civilians were deliberately
misidentified as Municipal citizens of the United States and treated as Enemy
Combatants and otherwise impersonated and abused.

Most recently, these military elements have conspired with other military organizations
worldwide to steal private family trust assets to fund their own world government.
These lawless acts of theft, tyranny and treason against the national governments of the
world are being promoted as something wonderful and good, when in effect, all they
have done is to steal a lot of private assets under False Pretenses, and are now about to
make themselves out as heroes for doing so.
We, Americans, are the Donors of the Trusts they have seized upon. The D'Avila Family
Trust belongs to the D'Avila Family. The control of the St. Germain Trust belongs first
and foremost to the Saint Germain Family Donors and must be administered as an
American Common Law Trust for the purposes stipulated by the Trust Indenture.
The only way for the Generals and Admirals to make any of this right and go forward
into the future with a clean slate is to admit that these funds don't belong to any Enemy
Combatants and never did belong to any Enemy Combatants. They belong to us,
individual American civilians.
Their QFS System and its funky Company Store crypto currency is just another
rendition of the Federal Reserve System wearing different colored spots. It serves the
same purpose of controlling the civilians and feeding their own civilian assets back to
them as "rewards".
Put another way, they steal the apples from the farmers, then take credit for this crime,
and command control of the distribution of the apples.
How is this any different from Communism or Fascism, either one?
It's not. The only difference is that this regime is being imposed by criminal elements of
the military and the agencies spawned by the quasi-military government, instead of
arising naturally as a political movement.
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